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Several years ago, I remember pausing a beat after hearing the news story that Toyota had
overtaken every other auto manufacturer to become the world’s best-selling car maker. There
wasn’t a lot of surprise, just the feeling that our cars were about as inferior as everything else we
produce in the country. Part of me asked “Why Toyota?” I could stand to see the world go bouncing
along in Honda’s or Volkswagens. Toyota? I’d been a passenger (or rented) enough of their
vehicles to know that they were the TV dinner of automotive engineering. I know families that have
sworn by them since the mid ’70′s, but I never got it. Soulless, plastic smelling vehicles. They
transport people from point A to point wherever. That’s it. My crappy Fords were the equivalent of
driving folding chairs on wheels, but they had a bit of personality. untrustworthy, slacker
personalities. They were college Freshman to the reliable, urbane working cars of Toyota. That
said, most people have more fun slacking in college than with uptight workers. I should be in
American muscle car heaven with the continuing news about Toyota’s problems with accelerators,
computer systems and now power steering. Actually, no.

If you’ve never heard the July 6th 911 call from San Diego by an off-duty C.H.P. officer chronicling
the moments before he (and family) were killed by their runaway Toyota vehicle, it’s one of the most
harrowing, disturbing recordings one can ever sit through. What this and other deaths in over-
accelerating Toyota models managed to do was bring to light a problem years in the making.
During the last few days evidence has come to light that Toyota knew there were safety issues on
the horizon and worked with the U.S. Government to save millions of dollars, along with thousands of
man hours, by seeking a reduction in necessary oversight regulations. Toyota managed to save
$135 million dollars by only implementing those safety items absolutely necessary and reducing the
scope of faulty floor mat recalls and delaying  side curtain air-bag placement and door lock
upgrades.

A generation ago, American car buyers looked to Japan for fuel-efficient, long-lasting, reliable cars.
I’ve said reliable at least twice in this post, because that was the reason for buying a Toyota. You
knew what you were getting. Over time, Toyota became just like every other company. Subject to
saving some bucks, and producing cars without the benefit of thinking of those pesky humans who
have to drive them. Toyota can give us all the swaying baby filled Prius advertisements it wants, but
a Prius by any other name is now a Pinto. The accelerator problems have come down to a 25¢ shim
and a half hour of labor. Meanwhile, at least 35 consumers are dead and Toyota’s millions saved
will end up going to fix problems and settle with families. For the retirement age store owner from
Flint, Michigan whose Toyota smashed full speed into a tree, none of that matters. As one of my
favorite comics, Ron White, puts it, “You can’t fix stupid.” Toyota’s got at least a decade of stupidity
to fix. Sure, they saved an initial fortune, but the truth is, you can’t fix dead, either.
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